
“Losers”

“I was giving a workshop to youngsters in a secondary school in Terrassa (a city in the Barcelona 
Metropolitan area). The workshop was with second year students, that is 13 and 14 years old. As a 
warm-up exercise, I do an activity where I ask three students to step out of the classroom. I take the 
students with me out to the corridor, and as soon as I turn just to give some instructions to the class, 
another student passed by the corridor, yelled “losers” mocking and making fun of them. Then, he 
continued his way and there was no reaction from the group of students. I asked the students to 
step inside the class, but I felt shocked and sad at how they were treating each other.”
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IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK

is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at 
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

A 14 years old Catalan boy. He’s 
a student. 

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

A 27 years old heterosexual 
Catalan man. He’s a youth 
worker. 

THE NARRATOR

What brings them together are their genders and 
their nationalities. What separates them are 
their ethnic groups (Iberian vs Arabic), their 
social classes (middle vs low), their position in 
the situation (youth worker vs student). 

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

CONTEXT

is a single 32 years old algerian 
who's been in France from a 

year or two. This incident takes 
place at a party after a 

worshop in which the narrator 
is a trainer and the other 
person is a participant.

At that moment no other person in the school was 
present or saw the situation. It was a quick action 
in the corridor that happened in some seconds.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT

The incident took place in a secondary school in 
Terrassa. 

PHYSICAL CONTEXT

None.  

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

The students share the same physical space, the 
teacher’s team and also the institution itself. The 
youth worker did a one-time workshop to work on 
diversity issues with non-formal pedagogies. 

In the class students behave in a more contended way. 
In the corridor they feel freer from the “no touching, 
keep still, keep quiet” requirements of teachers.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT



Cooperation, tolerance, 
respect and solidarity: the 
youth worker has the 
representation of cooperation 
and solidarity as values to share 
and to teach, that was de 
mission of his intervention in the 
class and he believes in those as 
values to foster as a professional 
and in his personal life.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE NARRATOR “JOSEPH”

FRUSTRATION

SADNESS

INCAPACITY
INCOMPREHENSION

Threat of professional identity: 
the professional role as a youth 
worker is to take responsibility to 
teach youngsters how to relate 
safely and respectfully to each 
other. Physical and verbal 
violence are not accepted forms 
of behavior in general, and 
particularly not as a way to relate 
among friends.

The students mock each other when the youth worker 
leaves them by themselves and no one reacts or gets 

angry.

Representation of friendship: 
friendship implies you show respect to 
one another and are careful with the 
other person’s mental and physical 
integrity, you can talk about emotions 
with your friend and you worry about 
how they are feeling. In this case what he 
saw was following the patterns of 
friendship for him up to this moment, 
and even after the visible element of 
“looser” the friendship pattern of 
relationship stayed present. It made him 
question the values and norm of 
showing friendship to someone else.

Being aware of your power to avoid abusing it: it is 
important to be aware of the power in a relationship so 
that you do not hurt others by abusing that power. The boy 
yelling “losers” at the others should be more aware of his 
power, for instance he was able to speak publicly in a loud 
voice, he should use this power in a more constructive way. 
Also it affects the youth worker who could have used his 
power position to draw attention to the boy of this but he 
was afraid to do hurt him.





The students mock each other when the youth 
worker leaves them by themselves and no one reacts 

or gets angry

Representation of friendship: a 
friend is someone you can be 
physical with, and make jokes 
with. You can make fun of your 
friends because there is trust and 
complicity, the mocking was part 
to show friendship to each other, 
to be present in a relationship.

School as un-safe environment to show 
emotion: school is not a place to show or 
talk about emotions and show your 
vulnerable side, it is a hostile 
environment for opening up, a safe way 
how to relate is by mocking to each other, 
and an unsafe way how to relate would 
be to talk about emotions or feelings .

Representation of educators as 
someone who doesn’t know about 
youth relationships: teachers and youth 
workers do not know anything about 
relationships among youth, they cannot 
teach youth how to relate because they 
want youth to behave in an “old 
fashioned” manner. The way educators 
relate to each other is for “old people”.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT

Representation of “Fun”: 
Fun is something risky, 
sharp, at the edge, 
measuring strengths it is 
compatible with power 
issues.

Representation of 
school: school is a 
place of order and 
disciplines where rules 
have to be followed, 
and it is fun, to go 
against the norms.
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